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Abstract 

Drones are the recent advancements in defense applications as they can perform unmanned 

aerial surveys. The internet of drone (IoD) is an emerging concept in drone/node communication, 

which has evolved with the 5G oriented networks. Due to the rapid usage of high-speed advanced 

computing systems and 5G networks, the user data is continuously updated and shared. Therefore, 

security/privacy is necessary between users and an efficient authentication approach using a robust 

security key. Existing techniques have several limitations while handling the attack sequences in 

data transmission over IoD environment systems. A novel elliptic curve cryptographic-based 

Chebyshev polynomial source authentication schema (ECCCPSAS) is proposed to enable secure 

data services between users to access information directly from one drone/node authorized access 

from other drone/user in 5G network systems. Also, use Elliptic curve cryptography for secure 

authentication to each node to share session key with a similar secure channel to transmit data with 

interactive computational complexity and secure communication in wireless IoD. The theoretical 

security-related analysis presented in this paper gives better insight into efficient, secure data 

transmission with increased quality of service parameters described in wireless IoD environment. 

Key Terms: Internet of things, internet of drones, unmanned aerial vehicles, authentication, 

security, wireless communications. 

1. Introduction 

Internet of things (IoT) is the combination of interrelated computed devices that share data via 

communication systems [1]. Internet of drones (IoD) is the structured layout network to explore 

and exchange/access data in between unnamed area vehicles (UAV) to control and providing 

navigation services and airspace [2] [3]. IoD offers various services like surveillance of traffic, 

delivery of packet ratio, rescue, and search combinations [4]. The IoD has become most popular 

today to provide different applications that describe people's lives [5],[6]. An essential 

representation of IoD concerning various services and entities .i.e. Unnamed Area Vehicles (UAV) 
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and also consists of external users with control rooms (i.e., internal servers) [7-9]. Based on general 

architecture, each drone computes the following services in figure 1 concerning control of normal 

and flight with sensor communications [10]. 

 

Figure 1 Monitoring services of drones with gateway network computing environment. 

As shown in figure 1, each drone computes different services like power consumption via 

inbuilt sensors [11-14], data communication, actuators, and sensor communication with energy 

supply between drones [15]. Each drone present in the zone sent required information to the control 

room at the server; inbuilt sensors present in the drone explore information via physical media in 

wireless network communication [16]. For efficient data accumulation in IoD, many 

security/privacy-related challenges are present in the IoD network described in [17, 18].   

Different types of traditional approaches were introduced to provide efficient and reliable data 

transmission over IoD-based network communication. Hassanalian and Abdelkefi et al.; gave a 

study on flying automatons, ranging from unmanned air vehicles to shrewd clean. Moreover, they 

talked about the structure and manufacture difficulties of small-scale ramble, existing techniques 

for expanding their continuance, and different route and control procedures [19]. Furthermore, 

they also examined the current automatons' confinements just as the proposed answers for the up-

and-coming age of automatons.  

Gharibi et al. exhibited a theoretical model for designing the Internet of Drones (IoD) based 

framework. The key ideas of three existing enormous scale systems, for example, aviation 

authority organize, cell system, and internet, are investigated to the novel engineering for ramble 

traffic the executives [20],[21]. Lobby et al.; talked about the open doors accessible to improve 



open and business ramble activities. For example, automatons, such as military automatons and 

rebellious automatons, are additionally given in [8] wireless communication over IoD 

environment. 

Security is the major challenge in accessing different nodes/drones; based on real-time data 

[22,23], various threats should be protected to secure IoD environment [24].  Each user should 

understand and acquire data from real-time applications for different drones via a specific drone 

zone; it is achievable for each user to explore data from nodes/drones. Because of third-party 

services present in network/network, IoD has different cyber-related vulnerabilities [25]. To 

acquire efficient analysis of cyber vulnerabilities, IoD applications monitor security, avoid a 

collision, and extend the security features to provide traffic efficiencies in crowd space (which is 

the place to contain different drones) [26]. So that in data sharing (&) communication between 

other drones, they carried out ad hoc features in handling data transmission at a specific range [27]. 

Because of unstable network connectivity, the data transmission quality is the major obstacle to 

exploring and controlling drones in a network [28].   

The principal intention behind this research is to provide multi-level security for different users by 

accessing data from drones within the network region [29, 30]. This issue happens only if users 

directly access real-time related data from servers in the IoD environment [31]. Therefore, to 

access data from real-time streams, users need to access data from accessed drones with authorized 

drone access to restrict unauthorized access of data from done presently in IoD environment. This 

procedure motivates to implementation of an efficient and secure authentication approach in IoD 

security environment. So that in this paper, we propose a novel Elliptic curve cryptographic based 

Chebyshev polynomial Source Authentication Schema (ECCCPSAS). This approach describes 

Chebyshev polynomial for different nodes over finite characteristics with trapped vulnerabilities. 

For efficient authentication between users/clients, use the elliptic curve crypto system to provide 

authentication to the entire user with server communication in a wireless infrastructure-oriented 

IoD environment.  

The main contributions of this approach are as follows: 

a) Describe the authentication-related methodologies used in IoT-related security applications 

and gives more solutions. 

b) We propose Chebyshev polynomial Source Authentication schema to enable and provide 

efficient, secure authentication over nodes in IoT-related Wireless environments.  

c) Use Chebyshev polynomials for linear data transmission between drones and also enable 

different characteristics in wireless communication.  

d) Also, use Elliptic curve cryptography for secure authentication and enable services with 

interactive communication described in wireless 5G networks. 

e) Explore different experimental results of the proposed approach regarding traditional 

approaches like novel lightweight user authentication scheme (NLWUAS), multi-level 

authentication scheme (MAS) in wireless ad hoc IoD environment. 



2. System Design & Implementation 

The proposed approach permits proficient energy with data transmission and gadget revelation 

in the 5G-based IoT and BSNs utilizing various UAVs. Right off the bat, we present the underlying 

framework model, traffic model and afterward assess the energy standards over the at first 

characterized framework model.  

a) Basic Network  Model  

The network involves a zone isolated into a progression of macrocell indicated by set M. These 

macrocells fill in as the entryway to all the IoT and BSN gadgets for conveying over different 

cells. The femtocells uphold the development of a network between the body sensors and give 

availability to the IoT. Leave W alone the arrangement of tiny cells, which structure the center 

layer between the macrocell and the femtocells. All together to give on-request backing to 

availability between the macrocell and the femtocells, a set U of UAVs is sent in which UAVs 

structure their tiny cells named as "UAV little cell."  

UAVs' small cell arrangement permits better inclusion just as better availability since UAVs 

can be sent on demand, accordingly, settling Ubuntu Network Tool in the 5G networks. The whole 

network involves a set V of sensors supporting BSN just as IoT 

 

b) Basic Preliminaries Used in Construction of Authenticated Network Model 

The basic preliminaries relate to Chebyshev polynomial [2] [4] in reliable data streaming with 

basic definitions as follows: 

Let us consider & [ 1,1],m h a   if Chebyshev polynomial definitions

( ) [1, 1] [1, 1]mP a    
 
, iterations from ( )mP a is described as 

1 2( ) 2 ( ) ( ), 2m n nP a aP a P a m   
 …………. (1) 

0 0( ) 1. ( )P a P a a 
 ………………… (2) 

As a result, Chebyshev polynomial are described as algebraic polynomials [5], so that extended 

version of finite field Ht  

Let , , 2ta m H m   be the set and T be a prime number for recursive relations described as  

  1 2( ) : , ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) mod , 2m T T m m mP a H H P a aP a P a t m    
 ………………… (3)

 



And 0 1( ) 1(mod ), ( ) (mod )P a t P a a t 
 ……………………….. (4) 

Sub set characteristics of Chebyshev polynomial on the basic of authenticated key exchange 

with  

    ( ) ( ) ( ) ,n n n m m nP P a P a P P a n m H  
 ……………….. (5) 

Basic property relates to finite field communication, based on above equation 2-5 
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We define Chebyshev polynomial from eq(6) formula described as follows: 
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, [0, 1]& .t a t m    Can be changed with from eq (7) 
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It be the Chebyshev polynomial description with different parameters  

c) Elliptic Curve Cryptography with different polynomials  

For example p>3, be an odd unique primary number from (8). Elliptic curve EC is defined as 

follows:  

 
2 3: mod ,EC y x xa a t  

 ………………….. (9) 

Where a,b belongs to Ft and 6a3+27b2 = 0 mod t. Combination of set EC(Ft), consists of all points 

(x,y) belongs to Fp on the same curve and combine with special point O, we will call it as infinity 

of point in curve.  



  For sending information from source to destination, verification of generated keys in 

source side and destination may verify using signature generation & verification procedures in 

network communication, these two procedures having following steps for cryptography signature 

verification in communication between different nodes. 

Step 1: Generate random integer X  , 1 1X M     

Step 2: Calculate r = xX mod M, where (xX;yX) = kXG. If r = 0, go back to step 1. 

Step 3: Calculate ( , )Xz z n r  , z be the hash related function, such as SHA-1, and _ 

denotes the bit format of hash function.  

Step 6: Calculate mod ,X X Xs rd h M   s = 0, go back to step 2. 

Step 5: pair (r; s) is the signature  

Verification of signature procedure having following steps in source authentication in network 

communication,  

i. Identifies that XQ O , invalid communication 

ii. Identifies that    lies on the curve 

iii. Identifies that QX = O 

Finally, generation and verification in-network message communication from the above equations 

(9) as follows: 

1 2 X X( , ) rh Q

( )X X X X X

X X X X X

X

x x sG

rd z k G r Q

k G rz Q rz Q

k G

 
  
  
   ……………….. (10)

 

Therefore, we have x1 = r, and the verifier should Accept the signature of each node/drone 

with different parameters in IoD environment 

d) Novel Authenticated Privacy Model 

The proposed approach consists of five different phases for providing privacy to the data 

sharing in drones. This involves in initialization of drone/node, registration of drone, secure 

authentication to drone, and update authentication data to the drone.  
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Figure 2 Proposed flow chart of data transmission in 5G related wireless network 

communications 

The proposed technique is mentioned in Figure 2, which represents secure user authentication 

concerning mutual intention between different users in wireless network transmission. First, 

initialize all the nodes/drones with respect to malicious nodes in packet data transmission. All the 

nodes check every time with polynomial key secure authentication with neighbor node and 

compute malicious node identification in wireless ad hoc 5G networks.  

 

3. Experimental Evaluation 

This section describes the performance of the proposed approach to existing approaches, i.e. a 

novel lightweight user authentication scheme (NLWUAS), multi-level authentication scheme 

(MAS) in IoD environment. Use the latest NS3 simulator to describe the data transmission between 

different drones with secure authentication for all the drones/nodes in wireless communication. 

For secure data transmission, use elliptic curve cryptography with a different Hellman algorithm 

for each node 32-64 bits transmission for the public cryptosystem. Numerical results are 



introduced to show the approval and viability of the proposed plans. We expect that the height of 

the UAV is fixed at H = 100 m. +e number of GTs is N = 10, and they are consistently dispersed 

inside a 2D roundabout zone with a range 0.8 km. +e QoS prerequisite for each GT is Qm = 

30Mbits. We set the correspondence transmission capacity B = 1 MHz, and the commotion power 

ghostly thickness is N0 = −170 dBm/Hz. +e commotion delay, packet transmission, energy is σ2 
= N0B = −110 dBm. We likewise accept that the steady transmission intensity of each GT is P = 
10 dBm, and the reference-got signal-to-commotion proportion is c0 = 80 dB.  

In addition, from equations (12-15), we set c1 = 9.26 × 10−4 and c2 = 2250. +e limit precision 
ε in Algorithm 1 is set as 10−6. +e beginning and last areas of the UAV are thought to be q[1] = 
q[M] = [500, 0]T. +e most extreme speed and increasing speed of the UAV are set as Vmax = 

100m/s and amax = 5m/s2, individually. +e beginning and last speeds are accepted as v[1] = v[M] 

= [0, 30]T. Figure 6-7 shows the throughput of each GT for various period times. We can see that 

the difference in throughput per GT is firmly identified with time and area. For model, for the tenth 

GT, its throughput quickly increments from T = 100 s to T = 120 s, which implies that the UAV 

can accomplish a premium channel to speak with the tenth GTin the later skyline time, prompting 

a higher transmission rate. Note that, for the three plans, the throughput of each GTis not 

monotonically expanding as to the skyline time. The period can influence the UAV's direction, 

and afterward, it affects the channel conditions, which impacts the GT planning. Then again, if the 

UAV flies without thinking about QoS necessities (i.e., the unique case II), it very well may be 

seen that the throughput of the third and seventh GTs are underneath the QoS edge, as appeared in 

figures 2 and 3. 

The throughput of the third GT is zero in Figures 6– 7, which implies that the third GT isn't 

designated any space to send information. Subsequently, in extraordinary case II, the UAV can't 

guarantee the base correspondence necessity for each GT. Concerning the plan with average time 

portion, each GT is designated an equivalent number of time allotments for transferring 

information to the UAV. Subsequently, these GTs' throughputs are moderately standard and even. 

Notwithstanding, the ideal EE of this case is the most minimal, as appeared in Figure 8. Figure 8 

shows the combination execution of the proposed Algorithm 1. In this outcome, we think about 

three configuration plans for T = 140 s. It tends to be seen that the energy productivity increments 

quickly with the number of emphases toward the start and afterward rises gradually until it meets 

the recommended exactness. Furthermore, it is watched that the UAV can accomplish higher 

Efficient Energy (EE) when it flies without thinking about QoS necessities, and the UAV's EE is 

least at the point when it receives the strategy for regular time assignment, which is by our 

experiments. 

For efficient communication overhead evaluation, identify each bit of data transmission from 32-

160 bits, apply secure algorithm with ECC on each node point 
x y

T T T  for 160 bits compare 

with traditional approaches in communication cost compared and values described in table 1. 

Table 1 Communication overhead for data transmission between nodes. 



No. of 

drones/nodes 

ECCCPSAS 

(Comm... bits) 

NLWUAS 

(Comm... bits) 

MAS (Comm... 

bits) 

10 1696 2528 2750 

20 1753 2340 2640 

30 1724 2103 2460 

40 1864 2340 2530 

50 1792 2100 2356 

As shown in table 1, figure 3 describes the increased number of nodes in wireless data 

transmission, then automatically secure communication is very high in the proposed approach with 

low floss in bit transmission.   

 

Figure 3 Performance evaluation of communication overhead 

The data transmission rate for other drones/node communication is described in table 2 as per the 

evaluation plot in figure 4. 

 

 

 

Table 2 Packet delivery ratio values with different node/drone communication 

No. of 

drones/nodes 

ECCCPSAS 

(Comm... bits) 

NLWUAS 

(Comm... bits) 

MAS (Comm... 

bits) 



10 97 86 89 

20 92 89 84 

30 96 76 82 

40 92 82 86 

50 94 87 79 

As described in figure 4, table 2, if the server increases the drones with efficient data transmission 

between drones, then automatically increase the delivery ratio of the proposed approach compared 

to traditional techniques because of communication overhead in wireless IoD medium.  

 

 

Figure 4 Performance evaluation of packet delivery ratio with different drone/node 

communication 

Based on data transmission, the throughput evaluation of the proposed approach establishes better 

and efficient communication between different nodes in the wireless medium concerning the 

throughput values described in table 3 and figure 5 with bits transmission.  

 

 

Table 3 Throughput values with different bit communication. 

No. of 

drones/nodes 

ECCCPSAS 

(Comm... bits) 

NLWUAS 

(Comm... bits) 

MAS (Comm... 

bits) 



10 150 315 268 

20 178 267 215 

30 168 214 246 

40 192 236 243 

50 159 224 193 

As described in figure 5 and tables, they describe the performance evaluation of throughput for 

different node communication in a wireless IoD environment. We observe that the proposed 

approach gives better throughput results with respect to secure data transmission in evaluating bits 

transmitted between nodes. 

 

Figure 5 Performance evaluation of throughput with respect to transmission bits 

The end-to-end delay between different nodes concerning data transmission with time constraints 

applied on each node with secure communication: delay values and performance evaluation 

described in table 4 and figure.6. 

Table 4 End-to-end delay values with data transmission. 

No. of 

drones/nodes 

ECCCPSAS 

(Comm... bits) 

NLWUAS 

(Comm... bits) 

MAS (Comm... 

bits) 

10 0.0018 0.023 0.42 

20 0.0024 0.034 0.28 

30 0.0038 0.038 0.38 



40 0.0026 0.046 0.39 

50 0.0042 0.039 0.37 

As described in figure 6, it shows end-to-end delay is very low in the proposed approach because 

of communication overhead and delivery ratio and throughput variations in wireless IoD 

environment. 

 

 

Figure 6 Performance of end-to-end delay over node communication in wireless 5G 

networks. 

We computed different network parameters during the implementation experiment to improve the 

quality of service parameters with other notations in wireless communication. Finally, based on 

the above results, our proposed approach gives better and efficient results to improve network 

performance with varying inscriptions in wireless IoD environments.  

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, a Novel Elliptic Curve Cryptographic based Chebyshev Polynomial Authentication 

Approach is propose to enable the secure authentication services between users in IOD based 

advanced network systems. It supports efficient authentication to data accessed drone with server 

configuration in sharing information between users/drones. In this approach, use verification-

based session key for efficient and successful privacy and mutual authentication between drones 

associated with users which drones are securely communicated and also prevent different types of 



guising attacks to be stopped as adversary. We also use Chebyshev polynomial-based approach on 

client server architecture to support efficient verification in the IoD-based network environment. 

It is an advanced computing approach to enable security and resist different types of attack 

sequences and reduce the time cost for computing data transmission. Numerical results of this 

approach suggest improving quality of service parameters with respect to secure data 

transmission.Compared to existing approaches, the simulated results show high throughput and 

data transmission and decrease the delay and computation overhead in data transmission. Thus 

significant results are achieved from consumption of computational overhead, end-to-end delay 

and packet loss and other sequential parameters. Further improvement of this work is to extends 

and provide secure energy-aware communication overhead described in future enhancement 
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